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ABSTRACT

"People come and go but the Land, and stories about the Land, stay. This is a wisdom that takes

lifetimes of listening, observing and experiencing ....There is a deep understanding of human

nature and the environment. Sites hold 'feelings' which cannot be described in physical terms" (1)

Morris, C (1995)

The Cultural Landscape is a tangible manifestation of human actions and beliefs set against and

within the natural landscape. (Jutta Melnic 1984). Early human settlements originated as a part of

natural environment. They used minimum resources from the environment. Natural elements

features and territories were treated with sacred dignity. As civilizations grew for thousands of

years each generation owned different cultural values, beliefs. Those beliefs linked with natural

elements added a spiritual value to the natural landscape making a cultural landscape. Cultural

Landscape often reflects specific techniques of sustainable land use, considering the characteristic

and limits of the natural environment they are establishing. This sustainable land use leads to the

protection of biological diversity and it enhances the natural values embodied in the landscape.

Chapter one will discuss how a Cultural Landscape forms concepts and definitions of different

perspectives and some human nature relationships. Chapter two elaborates the Cultural Landscape

in different contextual backgrounds and Varieties of Landscape experiences and its impact on the

environment in overseas. Chapter three explains the origin of Cultural Landscape with different

concepts and their application in a Sri Lankan context. Chapter four is a case study on the

harmonious interaction of selected Cultural Landscape in a Sri Lankan context. The dissertation

concludes with precautions and suggestions for protection of the Cultural Landscape.

Morris, C (1995) "An Approach to Ensure Continuity and Transmission of the Rainforest Peoples' Oral

Tradition" in Fourmile, H; Schnierer, S; & Smith, A (Eds) An Identification of Problems and Potential for

Future Rainforest Aboriginal Cultural Survival and Self-Determination in the Wet Tropics. Centre for

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Participation Research and Development Cairns, Australia

x



CHAPTER 1

Cultural Landscape Conceptual Definitions & Philosophies



1. Introduction

“The cultural landscape is fashionedfrom a natural landscape by culture group. 
Culture is the agent, the natural area the medium, the cultural landscape the result. ”

- World Heritage Committee-

How Landscape Becomes a Cultural Landscape

The earth appears to have been created out of gases about 4,700 million years ago. The surface was 

chaotic. Cloud masses hung over a barren volcanic landscape and was so hot that constant rain 

instantly turned into steam. There were no oceans, no atmosphere and no life as we know and 

therefore no culture.

The first landscapes with vegetation after life began, included lagoons with moss. Gradually ferns 

grew and then came the swamp conifer forests. Animal life began. Forests were alive with animal 

life and monkeys fashioned by nature became apes who evolved into man and started the 

stupendous task of adjusting the environment to himself as well as to the environment some 

600,000 years ago.

A different kind of natural beauty is to be found in the landscape - valleys, waterfalls, mountains; 

boulders, water bodies, forests, grass lands and meadows were resources to early man to transform 

his ideas through nature. Man started enjoying the land and altering it for his existence. He created 

an environment around him with his abstract ideas. Early man was influenced and shaped by 

nature and prevailing eco systems (Ramakrishnan 1998).

With human interaction landscape becomes "living landscape"; its natural beauty is the result of 

interaction between natural forces and human activity. The landscape and its beauty are maintained 

by the local communities. They shaped the environment to enhance the available resources to 

fulfill certain valued services to the community.
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People living in different parts of the world belong to different societies. They maintain different 

cultures. Beliefs and myths inherited in each culture have values and faiths of its own. Beliefs are 

sometimes legendary and accompany stages of peoples’ history. These legends are still surviving 

because the need that brought them to the present is being still required by the society which they 

inherited in. In general they can fall in to three;

• Spiritual fulfillment

• Intellectual development

• Esthetic enjoyment & recreation

Throughout human evolution, societies have developed in close interaction with natural 

environment which has shaped the cultural identity, value systems and economic well-being.

“When civilizations grew for thousand of years in association with trees and plants of the 

environment in which the man was living, he studied experience and understood different values 

and their usefulness. Different civilizations have introduced cultural values to different plant and it 

has benefited man in development process”(1)

Prof Nimal De Silva 

Landscape Traditions of Sri Lanka

Early human settlements were mostly oriented as a part of the natural environment. Natural 

elements, features and territories were treated with a purpose and with a sacred dignity. They 

adopted different disciplines with understanding of natural systems of the physical environment 

and its true values, whatever the practice each community involved. They respect the prevailing 

cycles of nature. Man modulates the living spaces in the environment and shapes it as to his 

abstract image .Observing these evidence landscapes with cultural relationship explain it’s 

harmonized involvement with nature/2;
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Some Spiritual Traditions of People Linked to Nature and Natural Resources

• Pre-Columbian societies in the America held the widespread view that Earth and all her 
creatures are sacred and that therefore permission had to be sought before the resources 

could be used, or else the spirits of those resources would seek revenge (Hughes 1998)

• For the enlightened sages of eastern tradition, the forest is a world of wisdom, peace, and 

spirituality. The term “Aaranya”, in the Sanskrit language of antiquity, comes from Aa for 
“no” and Ranya for 4twar”, meaning a place of nonviolence (Sarasawati 1998).

• A strong feeling of human participation in the universal order through the Vedas (the 

ancient scripts of the Hindu religion) which is an oral tradition of wisdom, at least 5,000 

years old. (Vannucci 1993)

• The concept of the cosmic Tree (The tree of life) represents the center of the universe in 

eastern culture and is part of many traditional belief systems.

• The cosmologies of American Indians, Australian aborigins, new Zealand Maori, and many 

others are intimately connected with the land (Carmichael 1994) and extend to cover all 
elements of nature such as mountains ,rivers, plants, animals, fish, and man’s relationship 

with them. (Matunga 1994, Wijesuriya 2001)

Characteristics of the Cultural Landscape

Cultural landscape often reflect specific techniques of sustainable land use, considering the 

characteristics and limits of the natural environment they are established in, and specific spiritual 
relation to nature. It always contributes to environment sustainability and maintains or enhances 

natural values in the landscape. The continued existence of traditional forms in cultural landscapes 

support biological diversity in many regions of the world. (3)
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According to the World Heritage Centre, cultural landscapes are designated in 3 categories,

- Natural sites

- Cultural sites

- Mixed sites

Distribution of 754 World Heritage 
properties located in 128 State Parties

Cu)uui|
LavJocojcoo

(38)

Nrfj;ral (143)

Mxcd (23)

Cut-unU (544)

World Heritage sites generally are cornerstones In national and hterna- 
tlonal conservation strategies. This far-reaching concept faces new 
challenges m the fuure, Including;

Fig l.l World Heritage Cultural Landscape Sites 
[Source - Cultural and Amenity Services]

Often cultural landscapes are based on traditional ecological knowledge, socio cultural practices or 

religious beliefs and human perceptions. A proper balance of natural elements and human-nature 

relationships can be observed in cultural landscapes which involve with natural or mixed sites.

“A cultural landscape is a geographic area that includes cultural and natural resources associated 

with an historic event, activity, person, or group of people. Cultural landscapes can range from 

thousands of acres of rural land to homesteads with small front yards. They can be man-made 

expressions of visual and spatial relationships that include grand estates, farmlands, public 

gardens and parks, college campuses, cemeteries, scenic highways, and industrial sites. Cultural 

landscapes are works of art, texts and narratives of cultures, and expressions of regional identity. 

They also exist in relationship to their ecological contexts(4)
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CHAPTER 2

Cultural Landscapes9 Different Categories
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2.1 Landscape in Natural Sites

Many cultural landscapes are result of productive use of land in different ways. Abroriginal cultural landscape 

in Australia is one of the dominant cultural landscape.

Aboriginal Cultural Landscape (Australia) - and it’s Impact on the Environment

“Aboriginal people learned from their stories that a society must not be hitman-centered but rather land 

centered, otherwise they forget their source and purpose...humans are prone to exploitative behavior if not 
constantly reminded they are interconnected with the rest of creation, that they as individuals are only 

temporal in time, and past and future generations must be included in their perception of their purpose in 

life"

Morris, C (1995)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aboriginal_mythology

Australia is the world's largest island and its smallest continent. It is the driest land mass overall, 

with much of the centre being desert, yet has rainforests along its coasts, and the north is tropical, 

with bountiful rivers and vegetation. Aborigines occupied all of Australia, adapting incredibly to 

the harshness of the desert interior by digging small wells and memorizing their locations, along 

with other natural water holes and soaks, through folklore and ritual. In these desert areas, where 

no significant trees could be found, they learned to make their long, straight spears by digging out 

straight roots hidden deep in the ground, reaching out from low desert shrubs. Aboriginal culture 

was 60,000 years old when Europeans stumbled upon it. Some of the important issues facing our 

world today and in the future, such as maintaining social cohesion, avoiding major wars, dealing 

with overpopulation, preventing the degradation and destruction of our environment, and the use of 

non-renewable resources, had been overcome by Aborigines and their ancient culture as they filled 

every part of the Australian continent. In these areas, perhaps we should regard Western culture as 

"developing" and Aboriginal culture as "advanced". Australian Aborigines are renowned for 

ancient skills which modem man has lost. They altered the landscape in significant ways. Tangibly 

associated with events or living traditions with ideas or with beliefs with artistic and literary works 

of outstanding universal significance.

8
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An Aboriginal cultural landscape is a living landscape that an Aboriginal group values because of 

their enduring relationship with that place and its continuing importance to their cultural identity. 
Reflecting the mobility of traditional life, many Aboriginal cultural landscapes are characterized 

by a network of routes and places important to the life of a family or group. Intimate knowledge of 

the area - its landforms, waters, species and spirits - derives from traditional wisdom and sustained 

observation of weather patterns, water quality, animal behaviour and plant growth while 

journeying in the seasonal round: following animal movements for hunting and trapping, seeking 

the best fishing grounds, collecting plants and saps for food and medicine, camping, gathering with 

kin, and holding ceremonies//;

Fig 2.1(2)
Following the animal movements Family camping
[Source : http://www.creativespirits.info/aborizinalculture/peoplej

Fig 2.1(1) Fig 2.1(3)
Holding ceremonies

Aboriginal land ownership was based on their custom and tradition, not a formal written land title 

system. They were semi-nomadic hunter gatherers with each clan having its own territory from 

which they made their living. These territories or traditional lands were rivers, lakes and 

mountains, they understood and cared for their different environments adapted to them. Aborigines 

believe some of the Ancestors metamorphosed into nature (as in rock formations or rivers), where 

they remain spiritually alive/2;

In aboriginal art basic set of symbols, such as dots, concentric circles and curved and straight lines 

have multiple meanings depending upon their context. And there are some standard design 

elements. Although lacking a formal written language, large monolithic rocks were integrated as 

landmarks and communication media. For thousands of years Aborigines have recorded their

9
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culture as rock art. Their art shows images of the environment, such as the plants and animals, 
including images of animals believed to have become extinct 20,000 to 40,000 years ago. This 

rock art tradition, mainly as paintings in rock shelters and as engravings on exposed rocks, has 

continued to the present. They always refer to sites where mythical activity is believed to have 

occurred and where ancestral power still remains.

Aborigines made pictures of a wide variety of subjects including mythical beings, humans, birds, 
animals, fish, reptiles and animal tracks as well as more abstract designs. Many of these works 

were connected with religion, ritual and ceremony. However, painting and engraving could be a 

secular as well as a religious activity. Many painted sites, in particular, contain a vivid record of 

the daily life of the people who created them. These images were made by holding an object, 
whether a hand or foot or utensil or weapon, against the surface of the rock and spraying liquid 

pigment from the mouth over and around it so that its clear outline was left on the rock. The cave 

and rock imagery/ hard landscape features are generally naturalistic rather than abstract in form.

Fig;2.1(4)
Rock art at western Arnhem Land 
painting style known as X-ray 
[Source; http://www. aboriginalartonline. com/art/rock.php]

Fig;2.1 (5)
Engraved crocodile head from Olary Region of 
South Australia

Concentric cirles usually represent campsites or rock holes. Straight lines between circles illustrate 

the routes travelled between camps or places. Wavy lines across a painting unsually are water or 
rain. A small “U” shaped figure represents people sitting and straight lines next to them are 

weapons or domestic implements.
Tracks, whether human or animal, are often depicted in plain view as they appear on the ground. 
Lizards and snakes are frequently shown as one would see them from above. Significant plant

10
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generally

All stories and information provided about these elements may be public, meaning that all can read 

and understand these elements of the Aboriginal culture. Many of these elemnts also relate to 

sacred ceremonies, but no reference is made to this. Traditional knowledge provides the best way 

of identifying Aboriginal cultural landscapes. An on-going oral tradition and continuing traditional 

practices harmonial interaction between people and the nature. Locations or features in the 

landscape with traditional place names, often connected by routes travelled, act as memory tools 

for stories about a people's relationship with the land. Reciprocal relationships with animals, plants 

and spirits of the area, constructed through long and close association, are reflected in the symbols, 

children learned of the land through experience and instruction given in these symbols by parents, 

grandparents and elders/;;

species shown stylized but figurativeare in a manner.

Text Index of Iconography Copyright Peter Hofmann 2008.
Knowledge of the environment, information of using the natural resources to finding out the routs 
and locations of food sources are communicated through set of symbols known to the aboriginal 
community.

2$
2. Foot Prints B.Snake Tracks

This icon tells about the sites. The This icon represents a human. They This icon tells about the Snake. The 
circles represent the sites. Some show a person traveling through circle represents the snake pole 
sites mean people were bom in the their country, hunting or at totem. Owner of the snake pole 
area. Sites have special names and initiation ceremonies or ancestral dreaming has to be painted up all

travels.meanings. over their body with snakes.

<-

4 Water Holes 5 Men Hunting 6 Bush Turkey

This symbol, relates to Water There are men sitting beside the This icon tells about bush turkey. 
Dreaming. It signifies the source of water hole with their spears, with Turkeys are very hard to see 
water, life and fertility, Where boomerangs .The men wait for the because 
there is water, there is life within animals to come to the water hole, 
the desert.

they camouflage 
themselves by standing amongst 
the spinifex and anthill trees.
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4 Rain 5 Thunder and Lighting 6 Bush Potato

This icon tells about the rain. This icon tells about thunder and The center circles are the root and 
lightning. The circle in the centre growing from it is the bush potato, 
represents the water (soakage). The Bush potatoes are found in all 
two snake symbols represent the seasons, 
thunder and the strokes, straight 
lines, is the lightning.

7 Hunting 8 Bush Tomato 9 Women's Ceremony

The "U" shapes are the women. The circles in the center represent This icon tells women sitting
The center circles are the root of the roots and the shapes around around the windbreak.
the bush potato. The small dots them are the tomatoes.
next to the women are the digging
sticks stuck in the ground.

10 Budgerigar 11 Kangaroo 12 Honey Ant

This icon tells about the This icon tells about the kangaroo. Symbol represents the honey ant
budgerigar. The budgerigar flies The oval next to the water hole is After rain people go hunting to
around looking for food then goes the Kangaroo sleeping. The arrow look for honey ant. They find
down and eats insects, seeds, grass shapes are the Kangaroo tracks, honey ant in the Mulga Tree,
and worms. The aboriginal will use The line next to the tracks is the
this bird as a guide to different Kangaroo's tail,
edible foods coming into season.
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Campsite SpinifexPossum

These icons appear in the majority This icon is about the possum. The This icon tells about the spinifex 
of Aboriginal paintings. They show possum lives in a hollow tree, grass. Spinifex grass is long and 
people involved in ceremony, When night fall comes, then the yellow. People used to go out 
camping, hunting, travelling and possum climbs down to have food hunting and collect seeds from the

to eat. The "E" shaped marks are spinifex. 
the possum prints. The line down 
the center is the possum tail.

gathering bush tucker.

fatty
> i.

Goanna Milky WayStars

This icon represents an Goanna. This icon tells about the stars. The This icon tells about the Milky
The goanna is a large lizard that three symbols represent the Way.
lives in Australia. You can see the meaning of the stories about the
tail of the goanna which is dragging stars.
along in the ground with the
footprints on either side of this
mark.

The blue circles in the center 
represent water holes. The round 
concentric circles represent the 
frogs after they have burrowed into 
the ground.

Fig 2.1(6) Interpreted by; Janet Long Nakamarra - gallety artist 
Interpreting landsape features as symbolic communication 
[http://www.j intaart. com. au/iconography/iconhmpg. htm]
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The longest continuing religion in the world belongs to Australia's Aborigines. Aborigines did 

not build large stone monuments, did not farm animals and did not cultivate the soil for crops. 
Because they did not form cities, their culture is not described as a "civilization", yet it contains all 
the elements of a civilized world. The arts - great paintings, lengthy songs and dances with 

accompanying stories that continue for days like great operas, are ail present. Law and order was 

strict and religion is of greatest importance.

Aborigines were forced to develop their own solutions to the problems of human adaptation in the 

unique and harsh Australian landscape. The result was a stable and efficient way of life. Probably 

because of its effectiveness, the society was slow to change, especially technologically. This gave 

to Aboriginal Australia the appearance of unchangingness.

Traditional knowledge provides the best way of identifying Aboriginal cultural landscapes. An on
going oral tradition and continuing traditional practices sustain interaction between people and the 

land. Locations or features in the landscape with traditional place names, often connected by routes 

travelled, act as memory tools for stories about a people's relationship with the land.

Through other kinship ties and through marriage, an individual might have acquired rights in 

several areas of land. These relationships, along with residence and travel for economic reasons, 
produced a complex pattern of land affiliation and identification with local areas. Social structures 

and cultural systems that organize life and harmoniously interact with the landscape.

An Aboriginal cultural landscape is a place valued by aboriginal groups because of their long and 

complex relationship with land. It expresses their unity with natural and spiritual environment. It 
embodies their traditional knowledge of spirits places, land uses and ecology.

Some of the important issues facing our world today and in the future, such as maintaining social 
cohesion, avoiding major wars, dealing with overpopulation, preventing the degradation and 

destruction of our environment, and the use of non-renewable resources, had been overcome by 

Aborigines and their ancient culture as they filled every part of the Australian continent.
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It is the spirituality and the heritage, the sense of belonging to the land, some arts and crafts, and 

the importance of family and ancestry, which continue as the modem essentials of Aboriginal 
culture.

Uluru -Sacred Rock (Avers Rock) -Australia
Perhaps the most well known sacred site in Australia is Uluru. Located in the center of Australia, 
southwest of Alice Springs, the first European explorers dubbed it Ayers Rock. It is a colossal 
outcropping of sandstone about six miles in circumference with an intense red colour. At sunset it 
is particularly magic as its colour changes from red to purple. Beyond the rock there is a typial arid 

desert landscape with flowering native trees and shrubs. (3)

(A large isolated desert rock, sometimes described as the world's largest monolith, in the Northern 

Territory of Australia: sacred to local Aboriginal people. Height: 330m (1100 ft.). Base 

circumference: 9 km (5.6 miles)
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Fig 2.1(8)
View of Uluru
Uluru is a landscape of profound spiritual 
significance for Anangu Aborigines

Fig 2.1(7) 
Location of Uluru

[Source: http://photobucket.com/images/ulum]

Aborigines have occupied Australia for at least forty thousand years. They came originally from 

Southeast Asia, entering the continent from the north. (Present-day Australia, including Tasmania, 
was then one continent with what is now New Guinea.) Although Aborigines are Homo sapiens,
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biological isolation has meant that they are not racially close related to any other people. Because 

of their relative cultural isolation, Aborigines were forced to develop their own solutions to the 

problems of human adaptation in the unique and harsh Australian environment. The result was a 

stable and efficient way of life. The archaeological record reveals, however a number of 

innovations, among them the earliest known human cremations and some of the earliest rock art. 
Archaeological findings to the east and west indicate that humans settled in the area more than 

10,000 years ago. Aboriginal people who live in the area around Uluru lived a lifestyle based on 

their dreamtime beliefs. Uluru is sacred to the Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara, the Aboriginal 
people of the area. It has many springs, waterholes, rock caves and ancient paintings.

Traditional Beliefs on Uluru

There are a number of differing accounts given, by outsiders, of Aboriginal ancestral stories for the 

origins of Uluru and its many cracks and fissures. One such account, taken from Robert Layton's 

book onULURU(1989).

It is said that;

“Uluru (Ayers Rock) was built up during the creation period by two boys who played in the mud after rain. 
When they had finished their game they travelled south to Wiputa . Fighting together, the two boys made 

their way to the table topped Mount Conner, on top of which their bodies are preserved as boulders'1 (3)

Two other accounts are given in Norbert Brockman's (1997) Encyclopedia of Sacred Places. The 

first tells of serpent beings that waged many wars around Uluru, scarring the rock. The second tells 

of two tribes of ancestral spirits who were invited to a feast, but were distracted by the beautiful 
Sleepy Lizard Women and did not show up. In response, the angry hosts sang evil into a mud 

sculpture that came to life as the dingo. There followed a great battle, which ended in the deaths of 

the leaders of both tribes. The earth itself rose up in grief at the bloodshed, becoming Uluru.

The largest Aboriginal people who live in the area around Uluru had survived as a race for 
thousands of years and their lifestyle and cultural practices had remained virtually unchanged 

during that time. We refer to this as the traditional period.

16



It has great cultural significance for the Anagu traditional landowners, who lived in that area and 

lead walking, tours, believing that their culture always existed in natural elements. The ancient 

rock art of Aboriginal paintings with cultural stories was engraved in Uluru .

ROCK PAINTING - Cultural Elements of Landscape
Rock art done in clear details on covered rock walls which has left rich and enduring evidence of human 

presence in Australia for at least 30 000 years. It gives descriptive informaiton about the social activities. 
Traditional rock art is composed of organic colours and natural material.
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Fig. 2.1(9)
Cave paintings with intriguing cultural stories
Aboriginies believed a powerful creater or spirits who control the rain, storm and floods, figures themselves 
as human forms.
[Source: http://www.aboriginalartonline.com ]
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They used the Rock to link the Landscape with their culture and treated it with a sacred dignity.

Fig. 2.1(10)
Linking the landscape and culture
[Source: http://www. australicmexplorer. com/uluru. htm]

Uluru is considered sacred to the Aborigins. Visitors become guests of the Aboriginal people and 

are present only with their permission and they are allowed to see the ancient rock art of 

Aboriginal paintings with cultural stories.

In 1977, the park was declared a Biosphere reserve under the UNESCO Man and Biosphere 

Program and was inscribed on the World Heritage List.
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Fig. 2.1(11)
Climbing Uluru - Present interaction with the aboriginal cultural landscape 
[Source: http://www. australicmexplorer. com/uluru. htm]
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2.2 Landscapes in Cultural Sites

2.2-1 Mount Kailash - Tibet

A great mass of black rock soaring to over 20,000ft and become a supremely sacred site of four 
religions and billons of people. Venerated Holy Mountain known as "Mountain of Goddess" and 
“Precious Jewel of Snows” or “Ashtapada”.
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Fig. 2.2-1.(1)
Geograpcal location of Mount Kailash

Fig. 2.2-1.(2)
Sacred Mount Kailash, Tibet 
Photograph © John Huntington

[Source: http://www.sacredsites.com/asia/tibet/mt_kailash]

Both geography and mythology play roles in the sacred significance of Mount Kailash. Located in 

Tibet - China. Trans - Himalayas range and with an elevation of 6,338 meters (21,778 ft) at 31°4’ 

on 18°8’ 45E coordinates. It is the most significant peak in the world that has not seen any known 

climbing attempts. Kailash can’t compete with peaks in the nearby Himalayan range, which 

includes Mount Everest. Its grandeur and significance lies not in its height but in its distinct 

shape—four sheer faces matching the cardinal points of the compass—and its solitary placement, 

free from neighboring mountains that might dwarf or obscure and most significantly in being 

regarded as the earthly manifestation of mythic Mount Meru, or Sumeru, the spiritual center of the 

universe in Hindu, Buddhist and Jain cosmology. This great mountain was believed to be the 

source of four life-giving rivers, and indeed, the Indus, Brahmaputra, Sutlej and Kamali, which are 

major tributaries of India’s sacred Ganges, begin in the area surrounding Kailash.

To Tibetans, the act of pilgrimage refers to the journey from ignorance to enlightenment, from 

self-centeredness and materialistic preoccupations to a deep sense of the relativity and 

interconnectedness of all life. The Tibetan word for pilgrimage, neykhor, means "to circle around
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a sacred place," for the goal of pilgrimage is less to reach a particular destination than to transcend 

through inspired travel the attachments and habits of inattention that restrict awareness of a larger 

reality. By traveling to sacred sites, like mount Kailash, Tibetans are brought into living contact 

with the icons and energies of Tantric Buddhism.^;

Fig. 2.2-1 (3)
Traditional Art of Mount Kailash 
[Source: Mrmv.sacredsites.com]

(Right) Most ancient cultures have viewed the world as symbolically representing an unseen and 

unseeable reality, perhaps paradise. This 1936 photograph of a very old Tibetan map of Kailash 

and Lake Manasarowar comes from a fresco in the lamasery at Tinkar in Nepal, which gives a 

message of considering natural landscape features with religious value. According to Hinduism, 

The Lord Siva (destroyer of evil) and sorrow resided at the summit of a legendary mountain 

named “Kailasa”, where he sits in a state of perpetual meditation (Yogi Austerities) along with his 

wife “Parvati”. The mountain was regarded in many 4tweda” of Hinduism as the ultimate 

destination of souls and the spiritual centre of the world. Every year thousands of people make the 

difficult pilgrimage to “Kailash”, following a tradition going back thousands of years. Although 

they belong to different religions the pilgrims believe that circumambulating mount “Kailash” on 

foot is a holy ritual that will bring good fortune. Pilgrims to Kailash, after the difficult journey, are 

then confronted with the equally arduous task of circumambulating the sacred peak. The 

peregrination is made along a 52Km long path around mount “Kailash”. A person with a good 

walking speed will be able to complete the journey in 15-20 hours.
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Walking around the mountain is known as a “Kora” or “Parikrama” and normally takes three days. 
(Clockwise for the Buddhists, counter-clockwise for Bon adherents) In hopes of gaining extra 

merit or psychic powers however some pilgrims will vary the tempo of their movement. A hardy 

few practicing a secret breathing technique known as “long-gom”. will power themselves around 

the mountain in only one day. Others will take two to three weeks for the Kora by making full 
body prostrations the entire way. It is believed that pilgrims who completes 108 journeys around 

the mountain will be assured enlightenment. Most pilgrims to Kailash will also take a short plunge 

in the nearby, highly sacred (and very cold) Lake Manosaravar. The word 'manas' means mind or 
consciousness; the name Manosaravar means Lake of Consciousness and Enlightenment.

Fig 2.2-1(4)
Mount Kailash in the distant landscape 

[Source : www.sacredsites.com]

It is necessary to explain the existence of rock structures having regular geometrical forms, located 

in the relatively compact territory. This place has been used by pilgrims from the ancient times for 
accelerated spiritual development and physical and cultural activities such as hiking and trekking, 
outdoor adventure, spectacular scenery and to understand history and archaeology.

Entire Kailash trek is the holiest 
of all Tibet’s pilgrimages

Pilgrims to mount Kailash is 
Indeed arduous 
Fig 2.2-1(5) Cultural events taking place in the landscape 
[Source: www.sacredsites.cotn]
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Over time pilgrimage guidebooks were written, giving instructions to pilgrims visiting the holy 

sites and accounts of their history and significance. These guidebooks, empowered Tibet and its 

people with a sacred geography, a narrated vision of the world ordered and transformed through 

Buddhist magic and metaphysics and become by these means, a cultural landscape.

2.2-2 Mount Shasta - California USA

Mount Shasta is a prominet land mark of Northern California, and it is considered as a place with 
spiritual energy. It is popularly known as “Lighthouse of the Pacific."

Fig. 2.2-2.(l)
Mt. Shasta and the prominent "heart", surrounded by narrow snowfields, from the town of Mt Shasta. 
[Source: http://www.peakbagger.com]

The name “Shasta” applies to the native inhabitants of the vast area ranging from mount “Shasta” 

to Southern Oregon. The mountain rises abruptly; it stands nearly 10,000 feet (3,000 m) above the 

surrounding terrain. There are many buried glacial scars on the mountain which were originally 

created in recent glacial periods ("ice ages")

Fig. 2.2-2 (2)
Mount Shasta from the Shasta Valley © 2001 John Jackson 
[Source: http://en. Wikipedia. org/wiki/MountShasta]
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“I consider the evening twilight on Mount Shasta one of the grandest sights I have ever witnessed
Theodore Roosevelt, 1908

The Native American peoples who historically have inhabited the area around Mount Shasta were 

as culturally diverse as the geography they occupied. The major indigenous peoples of this area 

were: the Shastans, Achumawi, Atsugewi, Wintu, and Modoc. These peoples all lived on lands, 
which both touch on and were affected by Mount Shasta. This landscape is dominated by Mount 
Shasta provided for everything that the indigenous people needed - food, shelter, clothing, and 

tools. The mountains and streams of Siskiyou County provided the Indians with their most 
important foods: acorns, salmon, and deer. Other animals and plants were utilized for food, 
clothing, medicines, tools and trade goods. Timber was used for shelter and boats, and volcanic 

stone (basalt and obsidian) were fashioned into useful tools and weapons. Mount Shasta and the 

surrounding ecosystems provided everything for Siskiyou County's first inhabitants.

They believe the spirit of the creator’s active spirit of Mount Shasta can heal them, correct them 

and keeps them alive, and gives them responsibility to take care of the Earth. They knew how we 

had to take care of the place, take care of the land, take care of this earth, these plants and things, 
because that's their life. Their culture, their way of life, their food, their religion, their symbols, and 

all those things like that. It's important to them.

Shasta as a symbol of high ideals, as a symbol of God's domain, as a symbol of purity, and as an 

inspiring presence, are just some of the varied themes which run through the 19th and 20th 

Century poems about this majestic mountain. In 1854 John Rollin Ridge, a Cherokee Indian who 

later became editor of the Sacramento Bee newspaper, wrote one of the earliest of these poems; 
entitled Mount Shasta. It became one of the most famous California poems. Ridge's message was 

for the entire state, and the poem contains lines such as "And well this Golden State shall 
thrive, if like Its own Mount Shasta, Sovereign Law shall lift Itself in purer atmosphere—so 

high..." The well-known abolitionist poet John Greenleaf Whittier, in 1863, used Shasta as a 

symbol of God’s works: "

one
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Fig 2.2-2 (3) Traditional Artwork of Mount Shasta Fig. 2.2-2(4) Early Inhabitants of Shasta landscape 
[Source: http://en. Wikipedia. orgfwiki/Mount Shasta]

Lovely as God and white as winter moon, mount ,lShasta ” starts up sudden and solitary 
from the heart of the great black forests on Northern California.

John Muir 
Naturalist and Author

msgsa
Fig. 2.2-2 (5)
Mount Shasta is known for its magnificient lenticular cloud displays
[Source : http://www.summitpost.org/mountain/rock/150188/moimt-shasta.html]

The mountain consists of four overlapping volcanic cones which have built a complex shape 

including the main summit. Human habitation in the area dates back about 7000 years. Mount 

Shasta has released volcanic ash, pyroclastic flows or dacite and andesite lava. Its deposits can be 

detected under nearby small towns totaling 20,000 in population. Shasta has an explosive, eruptive 

history. There are fumaroles on the mountain, which show that Shasta is still alive. US geological 

surveys consider “Shasta” a dormant volcano which will erupt again in the next several hundred 

years.
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By 1820s Native American tribes (Shasta, Okwanuchu, Modoc, Achomawi, Atsugewi, Karuk, 

Klamath, Wintu and Yanu) lived with in the area and mount Shasta was a prominent landmark 

along the ancient native American trade and travel route known as the “Siskiyon Trail” which 

at mount Shasta’s base.
runs

Fig. 2.2-2 (6)
Siskiyon Trail” where interaction of- man & nature took place runs at mount “Shasta’s” base 
[Source http.V/www.divinerevelation.org/MountShasta.htm]

Native tribes believed mount Shasta was inhabited by the spirit Chief Skell, who descended from 

heaven to the mountains summit. Even at present tribes continue with mountain rituals for spiritual 

practices and its spiritual heritage is protected. Miraculous healing qualities are attributed to the 

waters and the spiritual environment that surrounds the springs. Belief is strong within the Native 

American tribes that the mineral springs should always be shared. People come from all over the 

world to bathe in this mineral water as there are many stories of miraculous healings.

2.3 Landscapes in Mixed Sites
Machu Picchu in the Andes Mountains- Symbiotic with Nature

A mixed category World Heritage site celebrated for its Inca settlement in moutanous 
surroundings.

History of Machu Picchu

A Landscape with a living legacy “Machu Picchu” The Ancient Inca Citadel built in to the 

surrounding on precipitous landscape in the Andes Mountains in Peru at altitude of 8000 feet 

above the Urubamba river canyon cloud forest. The Inca revered mountains and incorporated the 

natural beauty of the Andean landscape into a master piece by sculpting the mountain “Machu 

Picchu”. It was a symbol of the Inca emperors power and sacred bridge between man and nature.
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Fig. 2.3 (1) Geographical location of Machu Picchu 
[Source; http/Zinkaterra. comZenZmachu-picchu]

Inca Empire was most powerful in 1438 AD -which spread from Colombia to Chilly

“Machu Picchu” means “Old Peak”. It was a royal estate and religious retreat of the Inca and was 

built between 1450 and 1470 AD by the Inca ruler Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui. It was inhabited from 

(1450 -1540) AJD, and ultimately abandoned.

Long after being abandoned by the Incas and overgrown by dense forest, Machu Picchu was 

rediscovered in 1911 by the explorer and historian Hiram Bingham in his legendary journey to find 

out the last Incan city “Wilcabamba”.

The citadel was correctly identified as the royal retreat of Pachacuti in the 1980’s by John 

Row (Anthologist)

Fig. 2.3 (2)
Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui
[Source: http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/RDavies/inca/ruins4.html]

“Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui who was bom to rule the great inca nation was a great warrior & 

spiritual leader. In addition to his military conquest he initiated many construction projects, such as 

cities, temples and roads.”
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What made the Inca king create “Machu Picchu” at this remote location?

Incan culture originated with worshipping nature. They believed the Earth was filled with sacred 

powers. The Incas worshipped nature: the celestial bodies, mountains, lightning, rainbows, rocks, 

streams, or anything in fact that was imbued with "huaca", or spiritual power. Machu Picchu is the 

center-point between cardinal alignments of nearby sacred peaks. This altitude at which cloud 

forest exists had close relation to environmental factors which Inca believed as gods. The respect 

and belief of the spiritual powers would have encouraged the great warrior Pachacuti for this 

monumental undertaking. He would have found "huaca" in unusual abundance.

Fig 2.3 (3) Sun god of Inca
[Source: http://projects.exeter.ac. uk/RDavies/inca/ruins4.html]

The prodigious labour of its construction exemplifies how important the place was to the Incas. 

There were 600 terraces, 170 buildings, 16 fountains, and thousands of steps and several temples. 

Some 500 people were said to have lived in “Machu Picchu”, most of them women, children and 

priests.

The buildings are thought to have been planned and built under the supervision of professional 

Inca architects. It was a city of stone. It demonstrates Inca engineering at its best. The art of 

landscape design proves the traditional knowledge of the Inca Architects. The techniques used for 

environmental disasters, building services such as water supply, drainage, lighting and ventilation 

highly advanced. Architectural and engineering skills combined to express the symbiosis of 

Machu Picchu with surrounding nature.

were

Fig 2.3 (4) A bird's eye view of Machu Picchu
[Source: http://projects, exeter. ac. uk/RDavies/inca/rums4. html]
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It is one of the world s most spectacular ruins. Houses, temples, staircases and agricultural terraces 

built high among rugged and forested mountains with distant snow-covered Andean peaks 

providing a backdrop. Far below, the rapids of the Urubamba River loop round the site. Because 

the Incas left no written records, historians can only speculate on the purpose of Machu Picchu.
Some believe that the dramatic location may have held geographical or astronomical significance 

for the Incas.

were

Fig 2.3 (5) Harmoneous interaction of man and nature 
[Source: http://projects, exeter. ac. uk/RDavies/inca/ruins4. html]

The unique character of “Machu Picchu”

The unique character of “Machu Picchu” is its Integration of architecture with landscape to 

achieve a cultural unity. The buildings are thought to have been planned and built under the 

supervision of professional Inca architects. Most of the structures were built of granite blocks cut 
with bronze or stone tools, and smoothed with sand. Most of the blocks fit together perfectly 

without mortar, although none of the blocks are the same size and have many faces; some have as 

many as 30 comers. Existing stone formations were used in the construction of structures. The 

Incas didn’t use any kind of mortar to bind their stones together. Instead they cut the stones with 

such precision that they fit together. The human input has enabled the culture to merge into

landscape.
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Fig. 2.3 (6) Harmonious Skill of Stone Work Fig2.3(7) The Temple of Three Windows
[Source, http.//mtww.sacredsites.com/americas/peru/machu_picchu.html]

City Planning of “Machu Picchu”

City planning began with development of the spring and north side of Machu Picchu mountain 

The city was divided in to two sectors, the agricultural sector & the urban sector.

Urban Sector

The urban sector which is covers some five acres is further split in to two by a large plaza, 

(Western Sector and Eastern sector)

The Important buildings including temples and the royal residence were located in the Western 

sector. The Eastern sector was for visitors, the priests, and for work shops.

r 1. Mam Entrance - 
Caretaker's House

2. Temple of the Sun
3. Prison Group or 

Condor Temple
4. Mortar Building
5. Intimachay
6. Living Quarters & 

Workshops
7. Sacred Rock
8. Sunken Plaza
9. Main Plaza
10. Intihuatana
11. Temple of the 

Three Windows
12. Principal Temple
13. Sacred Plaza
14. Royal Sector
15. Fountains
16. Principal Bath
17. Watchman's Hul
18. Funeray Rock

Machu Picchu Station

Machu Picchu

5 ' Machu Picchu 
Ruinas Hotel1
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Fig. 2.3 (8) Lay out of Machu Picchu 
Source: http://whc.unesco.org
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Many features created as eccentric landscape elements to house a ritual or cultural function.

Fig 2.3(9) Main entrance to “Machu Picchu”
[Source. http, //projects, exeter. ac. uk/RDavies/inca/ruins4. html]

As one comes in it perfectly frames the view of the mountain behind. Peter Frost-Author; 
“Exploring Cusco” explaining the Inca city “Machu Picchu”

stefei:
!

Fig 2.3 (10) Terace landscape of Machu Picchu
[Source: http://projects.exeter.ac.uk/RDavies/inca/ruins4.html]

Terrace system was a disfiguring feature of “Machu Picchu”. The site which gets about 79 inches 

annual rain fall would have been protected from soil erosion because of these terraces.

Terraces have two main functions. They were places to grow crops, and also to retain the steep 

side slopes against slippage.
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Typical terraces were 8 feet high and 10 feet wide. The Incas planted crops such as potatoes and 

maize at Machu Picchu. To get the highest yield possible, they used advanced terracing and 

area available for soft landscaping to blendirrigation methods to reduce erosion and increase the

with the natural landscape.
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Smal stone layer- 
Large stone layer-
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•lir ___ Retening vaS irtJi large

stone blocks

Terraces were constructed on base cause of rocks

Fig 2.3 (11) Experties Knowledge on forming terraces
[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch - Machu Picchu Modern Mcrvelous]

According to the Kenneth R. Wright-paleo hydrologist (Wright Engineers), terraces were 

constructed on a base course of rock. On top of that there were layer of smaller stones followed by 

a layer of gravel. On top of that the final top soil layer approximately 3 feet in depth. Top soil was 

brought to the site from the flood plains of the Urubamba River. This stratified construction 

allowed rain water gently percolate down through the terraces. (5)

<ie 2 3 (12) Flood plain of Urubamba River
[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch - Machu Picchu Modern Mavelous]
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Structures^constructe^i for different functions were generated according to the context.

Temple of the Sun Sunlight coming through the window from the outer wall 
of the Temple of the sun and falls on the sacred rock inside 
the building

Fig. 2.3 (13) Harmoneous interaction with the Sun God - Temple of the Sunt 
[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch - Machu Picchu Modem Mavelous]

Building surrounds a very huge rock and protects it, because rock was sacred .The building has a 

eastern window. Sun light coming through that window on the rock.

Intihunatana -( “hitching post of the sun”.)

“Incans through their built objects have tried to create a link with the natural circles or 

incidences. ”
Peter frost-Author; “Exploring Cusco ”

A huge carved stone that occupies a high point in Machu Picchu, it is the center-point between 

cardinal alignments of nearby sacred peaks .

Fie 2 3 (14) “ Intihuatana” hitching post of the sun
[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch-Machu Picchu Modem Mavelous]
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One of the most important things found at Machu Picchu is the Intihuatana, which is a column of 

stone rising from a block of stone the size of a grand piano. Intihuatana literally means ‘for tying 

the sun”, although it is usually translated

approached, when the sun seemed to disappear more each day, a priest would hold a ceremony to 

tie the sun to the stone to prevent the sun from disappearing altogether. It may have been an 

astronomical calendar or used for mountain worship & a place of sacrifice.^;

as "hitching post of the sun". As the winter solstice

Sacred Plaza

Another place closly integrated with natural landscape is the open plaza.

Fig 2.3 (15) Place for public gathering
[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch - Machu Picchu Modem Marvelous ]

A gathering place used for address an assembly. It is characterized by a huge rock.

Open Central Plaza
Another gathering place for a large crowd. Although it is located along the ridge of the 

its designs managed to create a fairly large flat area for public gatherings.

mountain

El

Fig 2.3 (16) Open Central Plaza
[Source: http://wmv.youtube.com/watch - Machu Picchu Modem Mavelous]
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Stone Craftsmanship of the Cultural Landscape

Massive stone cubes were 

was used,
used to construct walls and terraces of important buildings. No mortar 

but stone layers were neatly done with walls, each tapering as it rises to a height

Fig 2.3 (17) Harmonious creation of stone work
[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch — Machu Picchu Modem Mavelous]

Stones were cut and prepared in the adjourning quarry with river stones. All the materials used to 

create the structures were found with in the area. The Incas transformed the materials from one to 

another arrangement with a harmonized interaction with nature.

Water Delivery and Drainage System
This was one of the impressive engineering systems in Machu Picchu. Lnca engineers routed water 
from a spring half a mile away from the city .They constructed a stone canal 2450 feet long to 

distribute the water from the spring. Outlet combined with gravity flow enabled the drinking water 
carried to the 16 fountaine within the city. Location of the spring to supply the city effectively and 

to dictate the location of the city’s fountains and water supply outlets.#;

f water distribution blend with the natural stone ffomations. 
- Machu Picchu Modem Mavelous ]Fig. 2.3 (18) Cannel system o

[Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch
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Fig 2.3 (19)
Fountains with in the city (Water stone combination) - harmoneous interaction of natural resources and 
human input.
tS0Urce: youtube, com/watch - Machu Picchu Modern MavelousJ

From foundation to fountains, Terraces to temples Machu Picchu is a spectacular engineering and 

architectural achievement. The sophisticated hydraulic system is a testimony to the genius Inca 

engineering and a fine example of how the Incas harnessed a natural resource to help bring to life 

the cultural aspect of the city itself in a close symbiosis of man & nature.
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CHAPTER 3

Cultural Landscape in a Srilankan Context
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Within Sri Lanka itself we do not have
meaning of the same kind found

to look far to find natural sites imbued with cultural 
at Uluru, at mount Kailash & mount Shasta, and at Macchu

Picchu.

Sri Lanka, geographically is located in Southern Asia between 5° - 10° of latitude north and 79° - 

81° of longitude east as an island in the Indian Ocean, South of India covering a land surface of 
65,610 square kilometers. Its first recordrd emigration was in 5th century B.C by Indo-Aryan and 

today having the population is more than 20 million of which 70% is Buddhist 15% is Hindu 8% is

Christian and 7/o is Muslim. Sri Lanka is a beautiful island with a colorful mixture of religions, 

cultures, races and geography. The tropical meeting place of old and new and it remains a true 

paradise on earth.

It is rich in cultural heritage that dates back over 2500 years. Ruins of ancient kingdoms and 

archeological findings and the introduction of Buddhism in the 3rd century B.C became an integral 
part of Sinhalese culture and civilization. The many natural resources of this tropical island along 

with its natural harbours and strategic location, has attracted many nations in the past. As early as 

the 5th century BC ships from Egypt, Persia, Arabia and China docked at its ports to barter their 

goods for treasures from this island including precious gems, pearls and scented woods.

The Portuguese colonized the island in the 17th century followed by the Dutch and British, 
changing the course of its history and bringing close contact with the West. In 1948 Ceylon as it 

called, gained independence from Britain. Today Sri Lanka is a diverse admixture of regions 

and ethnicities with deep rooted traditions influenced by its past history.
was

Cultural Landscape of Early Period and Its’ Impact

introduced to the island by the Indian EmperorAccording to the “Mahawansa” Buddhism was 

Asoka by sending his son Mahinda to the Island. The Sinhalese king Devanampiyatissa, followed 

emperor’s example of merging the political state with Buddhism. From the early period 

up to the present day many spectacular creations places and monasteries 

landscape harmoniously combining with nature.

the Indian
were added to the island
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3.1 Natural - Cultural Landscape 

Tantirimalai

Tantmmalai is a collection of low rounded hills of naked rock that rise above the utterly flat 

countryside. Clusters of granite monoliths sprawl languorously on rocky beds and it was on or near 

the highway that led from Anuradhapura to Mannar. Sri Lanka’s ancient main port may have been 

one of the stopping places on the highway. History says that this is one of the places where 

Sanghamitta and her retinue rested when they were bringing a cutting of the Bodhi Tree from 

India.(/J
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Fig. 3.1 .(1) Natural landscape with rock formation - used as natural pools 
[Photographs - C. Kellapatha]

Several large rock pools amongst the rocks remain full all year and this made habitation possible in 

this otherwise remote and dry place.
Tantirimalai was a pre-historic settlement site before 6th century B.C. Rock paintings belongs to 

the pre-historic period and are evidence for human harmonious interaction with nature.
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Fig. 3.1.(2) Cave paintings of traditional cave dwellwers Fjg.Tl.(3) Utilization of natural shelters as 

[ Photographs - C. Kellapatha at Tantirimalai]

cave

link with the legend of Saliya and Ashokamala, the most famous love story 

Prince Saliya was the only son of king Dutugemunu, the most powerful
was the heir to the throne of the country.

were outcasts in the

Tantirimale also has a
in the Sri Lankan history
and legendary king of Sri Lanka. So the Prince Saliya

Tantirimale for their kingdom of love. But theySaliya & Ashokamala chose
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city so they had to live in Tantirimale 

with a golden necklace made
ind Mahavilachchiya areas. The king presented Ashokamala

keads that had the shape of the common butterfly named 
Thanthinya. Ashokamala, later enshrined the

necklace in a rock and the place was known as
Tantirimale. (“Male” means necklace in Sinhalese). (2)

Religious - Cultural Landscape3.2

Religio Cultural Landscape

Religion is one of the key components of culture and like language can both unify or divide 

humans in Sri Lanka. Close relationship with nature was often limited with the expression of 

divinity in villages. In tradition it was believed that there were divine spirits living in union with 

large trees in the forest known by “Vruksha Devatha” (deity). These super natural forces 

always connected with landscape features such as huge rocks, trees, mountains and water bodies 

which people can physically experience and pay their respect towards it.

are

Different types of Religious- Cultural Landscapes
Natural features in the Sri Lankan Landscape, trees, rocks, mountains, springs and the like, special 
to perticular places were often imbued with divine spirits in earliest times and many of these 

associations have persisted to the present day and have been taken into modem beliefs. Buddhism 

following the life of the Enlightened one has always closely associated with nature, and has 

produced many notable landscapes. These may be conveniently considered in 3 categories.

3.2.1 Monastic Landscapes

3.2.2 Cave Temples
3.2.3 Meditation Parks with Cave Dwellings

3.2.1 Monastic Landscape:
Buddhist monastic complexes scattered all over the island are tangible evidence of theAncient

high degree of religio cultural development in Sri Lanka. These served for the basic purpose which
which is to provide a shelter for monks in an environment free ofa monastery had to serve for

Very often these were caves located on hill tops of isolated mountains covered with
create a cool and calm environment

disturbance, 
trees and with streams and ponds below and shady growth to
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with the murmuring sound of the falli 
barriers. g water and trembling leaves of trees to serve as sound

Ritigala

Ritigala is a mountain steeped in legend, history, 
micro-climate, located in between Anurdhap 

high, 6 km long and lies roughly in

mystery, mist crowned and with a cool & wet 
& Polonnaruwa central plains. It is almost 800m 

a north-south direction. It is the highest mountain in central

ura

northern Sri Lanka. 

The modern name Ritigala is derived from the ancient name mentioned in the Mahavansa: Arittha 

Pabbata, pabbata meaning “a mountain” and arittha meaning “dreadful” or alternatively “safety”. 

Both names would be applicable to the mountain, its dark forests and huge boulders inspiring fear 
in the superstitious, while at the same time providing a good hiding place for anyone fleeing 

danger. It could also be related to the Sanskrit word arishta meaning “medicinal plant” as the 

mountain is well-known for rare medicinal herbs. A rough path leads for about a kilometer through 

the jungle to a forest monastery. The mountain has over 70 known caves which have been used as 

dwellings by the early inhabitants of the country and subsequently as monasteries by Buddhist 
monks but there are no paintings in them.(3;

Fig. 3.2 (1) Ritigal Rock - Dominating the surrounding landscape 
[Photographs - C. Kellapatha at Ritigala]
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[Photographs - C. Keilapatha at Ritigala]

Fig. 3.2 (3) Traditional landscape technics of forming resting place along the long pathways 
[Photographs - C. Keilapatha at Ritigala]

Arankele

Arankele is a fine example for cultural landscape with natural beauty and plainess. Arankele is
probably derived from the Pali word arahat, meaning “saint”, and the Sinhalese word Kele,
meaning “forest”. The ruins nestle in thick jungle at the foot of the rather forbidding looking
Dolukanda Mountain - which is believed to contain a mysterious orchard full of fruits that are

and enjoyed only by famished wonderers.(4)
Arankele Monastry complex contains of natural caves and kutties occupied by the resident monks. 
The forests around it has a rich biological heritage.

seen

Fig. 3.2 (4) “Meditational Kuti”
[Source: Daily News Online Edition - Sri lanka Print Page.htm]
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The monks who dwelt here
. , • ravp« anH ; ^^ulika. They observed extreme austerity and they

lived m caves and in monasteries in mn.mt*; J „
, , . ns an(* f°rests and their piety and austere way of life

greatly admired by the people. Hug

Arankale speak of an intriguing civilizatio

were
e trees, creepers and stone pillars scattered around

n’ a bygone era, while rare species of insects, found in
abundance, tell of a rich, biological heritage. Howe

ver, Arankale is not an old kingdom or a palace
which once sheltered a mighty king. The whole forest was designed for another purpose. Unique 

monastery is the long narrow access path known as “Pethmaga”, 
which is 1 SOft long. It lined on either sides by remarkably smooth stone work. The surface is 

strewn with sand, which gives a great comfort for the feet that thread on it. No doubt it could be

feature about the Arankele forest

used for long uninterrupted meditating walks, but serving primarily function of linking the rock 

caves situated higher up on the hill and the” Janthagaaraya” at the lower end. Janthagaaraya is 

more popular as “Unupangeya” meaning hot-water house. It has functioned as the place for 

preparation of herbal medicines. According to the records there have been 22 fireplaces and many
grinding stones. Raw-materials for all medicines were obtained from the surrounding forest. The 

other unique feature was the hot water bath, which is 100ft in length and 60ft in width.

Arankele monastry demonstrates the harmoneous interaction of man and nature for a sustainable 
use of the environment.
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3.2.2 Cave Temples

Formation of Cave Temples 

In 1st century BC, Sri Lanka as attacked by several south Indian invaders. They made war upon 
the king (kmg Valagamba) who was forced to flee from the capital (Anuradhapura). This invasion

ne throughout the island. It devastated the whole country. Large number of 

monks left the island and sought shelter in India. People at that time

religion Buddhism. King Valagamba remained in hide-outs in the dense jungle while south 

Indian armed forces ruled the country for twelve years. Arahat monks left Anuradhapura and

caused a severe

were not practicing their

moved to the central hills. King Valagamba began converting natural cave formations into cave 

temples. Monks lived in these cave temples and preserved “Thripitaka”. Matale Aluvihare was the

fist of these cave temples. It has never been free of occupant recluses even after fifth Buddhist 
Council. Aluvihare seemed to be fully occupied by monks. Cave temples gave protection to the 

monks. Once the Aluvihare temples became a battlefield in 1231. Prince Kalinga of India captured
the throne in Sri Lanka and sought treasure at Aluvihare.

Sinhala kings such as King Parakramabahu I, King Kirti Sri Nishankamalla in 1187-1196 

renovated and restored the sculptures in the temple.

misunderstandings between theAlthough the Indian kings invaded the island there was 

different religious beliefs. They were in perfect harmony. Cave temples provided sound ground to 

harmonize and allow practicing these different religious beliefs adding cultural significant to the

no

:■

natural landscape.

Important Cave Temples Dominate in Cultural Landscape
There are several dominating cave temples which add significant identity to Sri Lankan cultural 

landscape.
a) Dambulla cave temple

b) Mihintale
c) Dambadeniya

d) Situl Pawwa
e) Pilikutthuwa
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Pambulla

pambulla cave temple complex is 1
toWn centre. It is a huge rocky ridge rising ^Anuradhpura 2kms south of Dambuila

visible from a distance. In early davs it , ***** ^ surrounding ground and clear'y

throne inscription it was inhabited from 1st to 3rd ^ ^ UdUmbaragin”' According t0 a 510116
century BC. The caves are situated at the base of

a cliff near the top of the mountain and a strenuo 

through thick jungle and
us climb is required to get to them. The path 

eventually emerges at a steeply sloping area of exposed rock.f7)
runs

Fig. 3.2 (5) Dambull Temple - Religious interaction with natural landscape 
[Photograph - C. Kellapatha]

Buddha statues including Hindu God statues (Polonnaruwa Period - 12th century AD) Aluvihare 

were a living symbol of ethnic and religious mutuality of Buddhists and Hindus.

Mihintale

"A more perfect sanctuary for the sons of Buddha could not be found adhere else throughout the 

length & breadth of Ceylon ” H. C. P. Bell

The ro.Hy Hi,. ofMihintale <—■ -

Him in ,o conven in,. Bu«ism and «. Hec™. gm,,

monastic city.
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Fig. 3.2 (6) The rock steps of Mihintale 
[Source: www.srilanks.com/travel/detail] Fig. 3.2 (6a) The rock steps of Mihintale

Before the introduction of Buddhism, Mihintale was a natural landscape hunting-park of the King. 
In the 3 century B.C. The Rev. Mahinda stayed at a cave in Mihintale overlooking the city of 

Anuradhapura. There were 68 caves providing shelter for the Arahat Mahinda Thero and his 

monks. It became the largest monastery in Sri Lanka, providing shelter for more than 1000 monks.
Natural features such as boulders, streams, natural ponds and terraces were integrated with trees in 

the forest. Long and wide stone cut flights of steps climbing up the hill slopes formed the main 

axis leading up the top terrace and consisting of almost 1000 steps. The rock steps of Mihintale
shows a unique charactor and skill of traditional Sri Lankan landscape techniques, which matches 

that is shown by the masons of Machu Picchu and closely blends the natural and man made into a 

religious landscape of the greatest quality./<5;

3.2.3 Meditation Parks With Cave Dwellings 

Vessagiriya

Fig. 3.2 (7) Meditation parks with cave dwellings 
[Source: Photograph - C. Kellapatha]
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According to the Mahavamsa 

starting in the reign of King D
Vessagiriya was donated to Buddhist monks to 

(mid-3rd
use as dwellings,

evanampiya Tissa
later, during the reign of King Kasyapa (473 

five hundred monks. Vessagiri

century BC). It was expanded much 
491 AD), at which time it became home 

fth , .. , or commonly known in Sinhala
name of the forest bound cluster or rocks in

to about
as Vessagiriya, is the traditional 

Anuradhapura, adjoining the highway to Kurunegala,
about a mile to the south-west of Sri Maha Bodhi,

Anuradhapura.

Fig. 3.2 (8) Drip ledge - traditional landscape technique
to help shed rainwater seepage into the caves and to help keep them dry
[Source: Photograph - C. Kellapatha]

One of the Rocks has a breached stupa with pillars at the south point of entry to the rock. Another 

Rock has twelve caves. A third rock has two caves with drip-ledge inscriptions. There are 

structural ruins all round the third rock and also in the adjoining paddy fields in the environs. The 

rock caves were the abodes of meditative monks.

Vessagiriya is a example for landscape which forming with combining or natural elements to 

pratice meditation deeply in silence. Its calm and tranquil surrounding and utilisation of spaces 

blend with natural landscape features is much supprotive for the contemplation.

3.3 Historical - Cultural Landscape

Sigiriya
extraordinary landscape, that was built in the 5th century

A unique fortified city, beautified by an
rock and the surrounding slopses and plateaus is an accepted

AD on the summit of the Sigiriya
master piece of architecture and landscape design. From dm FreChrisdan cm Sigid,, was a cave 

dweding monastry prior to its deveiopmcnt as a royal residence in th. 5 cenmry AD.
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Fig. 3.3 (1) Dominating the landscape with exact ■ - __
[Source: http^/www.toursIanka.com/SigiriylhhTif ^ ^ °f 1hard & soft 'Escape

ifz. ■*» r •. - ««.
minimalist fashion. ” by an artlst monarch, who was indulging in

, ,Ashley de Vos, Chartered 
1 eC ’ anc*scape Architect & Heritage Conservation Consultant

The palace complex was to comprise a number of courtyards and interconnected pavilions. It is 

approached from the west over a moat that encloses an elaborate water garden that runs up to 

the foot of the rock. A stone stairway takes visitors past caves and hollows, where early 

Buddhist monks lived and worshipped, to a gallery halfway up the rock which is enclosed by a 

three-meter high wall. Large sections of the so-called Mirror Wall are still intact, and is here 

that graffiti artists have inscribed their neat messages, many of them more than ten centuries old 

and some, alas, partially obscured by the scrawled initials of modem egoists. Most of the 

ancient graffiti refers to the Sigiriya Maidens, who are to be found up a spiral staircase about 14 

meters above the Mirror Wall gallery in a natural pocket in the rock which has been protected 

for centuries from the rain by an overhang. Nobody knows who painted these amazing frescoes, 

but the Maidens testify to a highly advanced Sinhalese civilization at a time when Europe

in the Dark Ages.

was

fountains around the rock. The geometrically symmetrical
wonderful creations of the past. The

There are many pools and
arrangements of the ponds and the pleasure garden
entire fortress area is sutreunded by a mo., and thick fortifications. Sigitiya is weld famons

are

architecture, and landscaping, engineering and 

i close working with nature to produe a cultural
today for its unique and lively frescoes, 
hydraulic techonology and all demonstrate 

landscape of the higher quality.
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Fig 3.3(2) Harmonious arrangemnts of
pathways through the boulders
[Source: http:/Avww. rootsweb.ancestry. com/~lkawgw/sigir

iya.html]

Partially man made 
Shelter using the 
Large bouler as roof 
Fig 3.3 (3) Skill of handling the natural elements & resources 
[Source: http://sigiriya. org/gallery, htm]

Octaganal pond link with the 
existing rock boulder

JK-sffc--- '

Frescoes at mirror wall (gigantic picture galary)
Fig. 3.3(4) Skill of adding art to the rugged rock surface. 
[Source: http://withanage. tripod. com/Sigiriya. htm]
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CHAPTER 4

Harmonious Interactions & Sustainability of Cultural Landscape in Sri Lanka
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Sri Pada is not actually very high but its steep sides and the many lower mountains surrounding it 

give the impression of exceptional loftiness. It is sometimes possible to watch from above as 

clouds silently drift past. James Emerson Tennent's description says it all. "The panorama from the 

summit of Adam s Peak is perhaps the grandest in the world, as no other mountain, although 

surpassing it in altitude, presents the same unobstructed view over land and sea. Around it, to the 

north and east, the traveler looks down on the zone of lofty hills that encircle the Kandyan 

kingdom, whilst to the westward the eye is carried far over undulating plains, threaded by rivers 

like cords of silver, till in the purple distance the glitter of the sunbeams on the sea mark the line of 

the Indian Ocean". Sri Pada is sanctified as a tryst of homage by the four dominant faiths in Sri

Lanka - Buddhist, Hindu, Islam and Christian. It is steeped in mystery, myth, legend, and also oral
Unlike Jerusalem's hallowed Temple Mount one of the world’s mostand chronicled history.

fiercely contested pieces of real estate where Christians, Moslems and Jew, have slaughtered 

another for centuries, Sri Pada provides a refuge for the followers of all faiths. It holds a unique

one

place in the country's cultural heritage.
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In the 11 century, a tale is told about the mythological King Meghavahana who 

Lanka to receive homage from Vibhisana the ioard of the Raksasas and then climbed Sri Pada. In 

other words Sri Pada is used as an exotic destination or a colourful backdrop. In the Thousand and 

One Nights, written in Persia between the 9th and 13th centuries, it is one of the strange places that 

Sinbad visited. “I made, by way of devotion, a pilgrimage to the place where Adam was confined 

after his banishment from Paradise, and had curiosity to go to the top of the mountain”. In the 

tamil epic Manimekala one character describes a pilgrimage to Sri Lanka “Where stands the lofty 

Mount Samanta, on whose summit are the footprints of the Buddha, that ship of righteousness for 
traversing the ocean of birth and death.” The sacred mountain also gets a mention in the old Malay 

version of the Ramayana, in Buzurg Ibn Shahriyar’s Book of the Wonders of India and even in the 

14th century apocryphal Voyages and Travels of Sir John Manderville. Sri Pada’s most recent 
in literature is in Arthur Clark’s science fiction novel fountains of paradise (I)

came to Sri

appearence

of the Buddha's foot print with all the toes of equal length. On each sole
hundred and eight auspicious marks (nrangala lakkhana), with the wheel (chakra, the 

around it are grouped figures of animals, inhabitants of various 

The idea is that all things are subject to the Buddha who is lord

Buddhists - It is the soles 

there are one
principal mark at the centre while 

worlds and other kinds of symbols, 
or all, and under whose feet are all things.
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Christians - Christians claim it is the f
believe that Adam, after being expelled ft ^ ^ Th°mas disciPle of Jesus; The Christians 

forbidden fruit, fell upon earth and a ^ Garden of Eden
* ,o have stood o„ „ * f„ J "

(Paradise), for eating the 

top of the mountain, where he is
to expiate his sin committed against the 

This long ordeal had left the print of 
op this mountain lay the sepulchre of Adam (the

Creator, by eating the seductive fruit d 

his foot on the mountain.
espite warning gi 

They believed that at
ven.

first parent of the human race).

Muslims - The belief of the Moslems is si

Tes— They call ,he •Adam.m„ai. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

the mountain has «he sepulchre of Ad, m. I, is the of Adam (fc fiM of ^

race), who stood there in expiation of his sin in the Garden of Eden

Hindus - It is

milar to that of the Christians based on the Old

. Hence the name Adam’s Peak.

the god Siva (Lord Shiva), the third godhead of the Hindu 'Trimoorti' (the Holy 

Triad), the other two being Brahma and Vishnu. Hindus worship Buddha as an incarnation of
Vishnu, and both Christians and Muslims revering Adam, it is not always clear exactly who the 

protagonist is in the many legends that swirl around this holy peak. Perhaps it doesn’t matter.
Whoever stepped down from Heaven left this footprint in stone.

Sri Pada is the only mountain in the world receiving benefactions and veneration of devotees 

belonging to different faiths.

It is believed that the first person to discover the Sacred Footprint was King Valagambahu (104- 
76 BC) while he was in exile in the mountain wilderness, better known to our people as "Sri Pada 

Adaviya" (Domain of Sacred Footprint), to escape the marauding Cholians.
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International Acceptance

Visits of Important People (V.P)

Sri Pada Mountain was visited by 

Batuta who in his writings records that he 

ascended the mountain in 412 A.D. Marco Polo 

century remarked that in

several foreigners among who was the Muslim traveler Ibn 

in 1344. Fa Hein, the Chinese traveler 
(1254-1324 AD) who visited the Peak in the 14th

visited the Peak i

places flights of steps 

towards the summit the first European in were out in the rocks but none upwards and 
modem time to ascend the mountain was Lieut. Malcolm 

mmissioner of Ceylon climbed the Peak in
in 1816. H.C.P. Bell the British Archaeological Co
1907.

Historical & Literary Records

Sri Pada's religious associations, its height and its great natural beauty have long made it a 

favourite with writers and poets and its glories are celebrated in the literature of a dozen lang 

The most famous such work is the Sumantakutavannana, a Pali poem composed in the 13th 

century by Veheda Thera. Some twenty of the poems’ verses are devoted to praising the mountains 

silvan beauty. The Salalihini Sandesa (15th cent) is a similar work but in Sinhalese while the Savul 

Sandesa (16th cent) is a poem beseeching Samanta to protect Sri Lanka and her king. Sri Pada 

often figures in the Sanskrit literature of India.

uages.

Here, whether it is in legend or in history, whether one accepts it as sober fact, or regards it as
regard it today, the most significant event in Ceylon’spoetic fancy, is celebrated, as one 

history - the imprint on it of enlightenment and civilization from India. The footprint which
the island of Ceylon, is the sign of the

can

symbolizes the mark left by India’s greatest 

impression made upon the 

For it was India which imprinted a new way 
Buddha’s three visits to Cey.cn were the invention of. •« *- *■ * ““

Wise,*and, his —
to be seen in emblematic fashion the pic ^ geote ,„d not his ctedulosness.
Buddha’s visits to Ceylon is to be marked t e

son on
small southern island by the culture of its great continental neighbour.

of life upon Ceylon. So that if the stories of the
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Pilgrims’s Interaction with th-AViid

The pilgrims’ access to Adam’s Peak shrine ■
number °f P“hs few other »„ “i" t»ls, but i, is import tot

min trails are: *e“ Join that the m,in Mis (see figure 4.|) ,he three
• Hatton- Maskeliya Estate 

. Rathapura - Gilimale - Palabaddal 

. Kuruwita, which goes through Erathn

SISSssLandsca

a

a and Medahinna.

large number of connecting trailsThere are 
For example; to these main routes in the pilgrims’ season.

• Trail through Pelenkanda and Adavikanda 
Palabaddala route. across the forest and joins the

• Trail starts from Maliboda and joins the kuruwita-Erathna route.
• Trail starting from “Fishing Hut” at Moray estate and joins Hatton- 

Maskeliya route.
• Trail extends across the southern slope from Wewelwatha-Lunugahahena 

and joins the Palabaddala route.
• Trail from Waleboda across the wilderness to the north through the 

samimale estate joins Hatton trail.

NMali boda
* l

• Hatton
V

*11
(•••) . Nv4. X '

K uruwita
(i)re Nallathahnlya

Bogawanthalawa
ADAM’S PEAK

!) Mccrlyacotte

Ai-y , a * K
'

3W 1 JL D E R N E S SM ■ :
Ratganga ___-

1\ /wMaratef>na'l

...
Ratnapura sWalebodaWcwclketiya

Balangoda
__Peak Wilderness Sanctuary

— Trails

Motorablc roads sanctuarythe peak wilderness
Pilgrim trails across

h the forest landscape
;a Wickramasinhe]4.1 (3) Pilgrims trails throug 

[Source: People and the fores t-Anoj 56



pilgrims pass through the forest assured 0fgraci
care and forgiveness. On the way to the 30(1 and ^ pay f°r hiS
with out any socioeconomic standards For all th ^ ^ experience the landscape
its very own vocabulary, traditions and beliefs Y P'l8nmS Wh° W'Sh t0 climb up Adam's Peak has

*sm is voiced,
ust never state the fact that you might not beable to make it to the top. If such pessimi

you are told by the more experienced folk,
your legs, and can consider yourself punished by

P of Adam s Peak. As for the unique vocabulary; 
rayo and are

that you will surely find yourself unable to 

the numerous Gods said to be residing at th 

first timers are referred to as kodu ka
given very specific advice regarding certain

things. More or less a Buddhist tradition, all first timers 

to place on the sacred footprint, before worshipping it®
are told to take a pure white piece of cloth

Landscape Experience Throuh Three Main Routes.

• Hatton- Maskeliya- Nallathanniya Trail to Sripada

This trail is the most popular and crowded. It goes through the evergreen rain forest of the peak 

wilderness sanctuary. Low land vegetation (tall trees - thick canopy) covers the trail at the 

beginning and vegetation gradually transforms to a mountain cloud forest (shorter, more heavily 

stemmed, moss covered trees) towards the trail end. Peak wilderness sanctuary is among the best

areas for birds and butterflies in Sri Lanka .Being a trail leading to a place of worship, a significant
dating back to the 11th centaury. Most of the trickyportion of it has well made steps, some 

sections have metal bars/ chains fixed as support to make the passage easy and safe. There are

1.5 KM. These ambalamas aresheltered rest stops called “Ambalamas” approximately every 

suitable for an overnight stay if required. During Sripada season, the trail is lit-up at night. Due to
collected is high, but due to the poor arrangements ofthe havy crowd, amount of the garbage 

collection of waste material the mate found to be very "hygienic >» '“dsc,pe'

pura Palabathgala Trail to Sripada (Adam's Peak)
• Rathna

For four kilometers you will be climbing
ff with a long, steep ascent

,00k steps there alter. Average grade is slightly over 1:4 with 
r0C P to 1300m from

0 to 4km: This trail starts o 

steps, cement steps first and uneven 
frequent brief sections exceeding 1:3. This portion 

250m at the trail head (siripagama). By the time y

of the trail will elevate you
are at the top of the firstcomplete this you
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peak (pointOl) out of the seven peaks (Ad 

hike. None of the first six peaks is 

number of small mountains.

am’s peak bei
^ y°u have to pass during the

n 88 Adam’s peak as they are surrounded by aPromin

4km — 6.5km. This portion is predominantly
only available at most difficult to pass points Re ^ ^ ^ ^ f0rmS °f support is 

as the trail passes over four more less nm 68Ular C,‘mb ups-climb downs will be experienced

Ambalama”. Adam’s peak rising like a pinJI’fomT' ™S end! “

bem to oca„o„. At Haram,.,pm, this „ meMS ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

place at which the two trails meet is known as “Galwangediya”

6.5km - 7.7 km: A section of uneven stone steps. This portion of the trail goes over the sixth and 
the last of the less prominent peaks and ends at “Adiyamalathenna Ambalama”, the last rest stop 

before the final climb. The last portion of the trail which is the steepest ascents starts here.

7.7km — 8.5 km: This section of the trail elevates you from 1960m at “Adiyamalathenna” to 

2250m at Adam’s peak over a mere 800m length. An average grade of 1:3 with certain sections 

close to 1:2 makes this the hardest climb of the journey. This section is called “Mahagiridamba”. 

There are steps cut on the stone and protective metal side rails from start to end of this section.

Kuruwita - Erathna Trail to Sripada (Adam’s peak)- Total Length: 12km

.ThisErathna trail to Sri Pada is the third most popular trail leading to Adam’s peakKuruwita -
trail is much more difficult to tackle than the most popular Hatton-Nallathanni route.

than the second most popular Rathnapura - Palabathgala route, 
much similar to the Palabathgala trail.

While this trail is about 3km longer 
the trail conditions and the surrounding environment ry 

In fact these two trails meet 2km before the summ’

Sri Pada today perhaps do not 
their need of homage at the

make their annual pilgrimage to
The thousands of pilgrims who

had to undergo in order to pay
k to ascend the Peak their difficulties must have 

. The resting plances or the

realize the difficulties their ancestors
route they undertooSacred Foot Print. Whatever 

been almost insurmountable through th
interaction with the landscape
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ambalamas are built along the ro 

does not fulfill the above task
ute for th 

properly.
eCOmf°rt of pilgrims> but the Poor maintenance of these

Dymangala Ambalama Wamagala Ambalam
Medahinne AmbalFig. 4.1(4) Derelict condition of Ambalamas alnn-th „

[Source; Book "Muni Siripa Simbiminne" bv <; p cm/ Kuruwita route to Sri Pada
eerosinghe- Ranmuthu Publishes 2005]

Interaction between wilderness and the Inhabita
nts of the area
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Village Clusters around the peak wilderness sanctuary

There are no sources in the current document.

Fig. 4.1(5)Village settlements around the “Sripada” forest 
[Source: People and the forest-Anoja Wickramasinhe]

around Sri Pada live in comunity clusters. The forest 
utiliztion of forest resources to these people.But hazardous 

the forest. There are several Community

The peripheral dwellers who live 

management encourages harmonious 

land - use practices have created negative impact o

cluste around the peak wilderness area. Dehe„tadaW^ebo<ia.
Hangarapitiya, Maliboda, Erathna Gihma e,

Landuyaya.
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Fig. 4.1 (6) A village house at forest edge 

[Source: People and the fo
Fig. 4.1 (7) Fibre s used in the house construction

rest-Anoja Wickramasinhe]

Fig. 4.1 (8)Source of food Fig. 4.1 (9) Honey and beewax 

[Source: people and the forest-Anoja Wickramasinhe]

The forest is used as a base for survival by the majority of fringe dwellers, and they have a 

tremendous impact on the management of forest resources. Forest species used include vegetables, 

fruits, making porridge, medicinal products and timber. In addition to these main uses, forest 

products and species are used as condiments and snacks. The seeds of Artocarpus nobilis are a 

delicacy and those of hal (Vateria copallifera) and pus-eta (Entada phaseoloides) are used to make 

sweets. Wal-enasal (Elettaria ensal), kurudu (Cinnamomum zeylanicum) and goraka (Garcinia 

cambogia) are used to flavour foods. Wal-enasal has a substantial income earning potential. During 

the pilgrimage season the bark of kokun (Kokoona zeylannica) is used to make soap which is sold 

the Ratnapura-Gilimale and Palabaddala trails. The oil extracted from dorana (Dipterocarpus 

glandulosus) by the villages of waleboda and kudawa has market value. Kitul ( Caryota urens) 

classified as a food producing spcies although jaggery made out of its sap is used as a substitute for 

It is also used to make the popular drink, toddy.

on

sugar.
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“ On the distant horizon hazy iin orange light, and
the faint outline of Sri Pada’s humped form. 
Adam’s Peak, was a geological

nearly imperceptible to the untrained 
At the top of the mountain known more commonly as

eye, was

anomaly that had earned i
or earth. There, pressed into the rock, was the i itself a spot among the most sacred places

impression of a human footprint over five feet long 
or “Holy Footprint”, hadand almost three feet wide. Sripada

come to represent the meldingthoughts of the four great religions” (4)
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CONCLUSION
Cultural landscapes with sacred natural sites natural places recognized by indigenous and 
traditional people as having spiritual or religious significance. They can be mountains, rivers, 

lakes, caves, forest groves, coastal waters and entire islands. The

are

reasons for their sacredness are 
diverse. They may be perceived as abodes of deities and ancestral spirits; as sources of healing 

water and plants, places of contact with the spiritual, or communication with the 'beyond-human' 
reality, and sites of revelation and transformation. As 

places have served
a result of access restrictions, many sacred

as important reservoirs of biological diversity. Sacred natural sites such as 

groves, mountains and rivers,forest often visible in the landscape as vegetation-richare
ecosystems helping the people to get back and experience ancient concepts of living in harmonized 

interaction with nature. Cultural landscapes often reflect specific techniques of sustainable land 

use, considering the characteristics and limits of the natural environment they are established in, in 

a specific spiritual relation of nature.

The time has come to look ahead to where “we go from here and what the international 

implications of cultural landscapes are”, while setting in motion programs to train the next 

generation to take forward the good work. Protections of cultural landscapes contribute to modem 

techniques of sustainable land use and can maintain or enhance natural values in the landscape.

About two centuries ago Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859), the great researcher, scientist 

and diplomat, defined landscape as the "totality of all aspects of a region, as perceived by man". 

This abbreviated definition still is the best and most telling one can find. It describes landscape as

the sum of all aspects, natural, cultural, geographic, geologic, biologic, artistic, whatever one 

think of and it stresses the human perception as a defining element of the landscape. When

can

we

define a cultural landscape, as any landscape that has been changed and formed by man 

unintentionally), then Humboldt's definition carries the thought even further: just 

human being perceives a landscape and forms his ideas about his environ turns the 

Therefore any landscape study, and in consequence any landscape 

ideas and concepts of a certain landscape. Otherwise 

any other terms, but landscape implies the human as

(intentionally or 

the fact that a

environment into a landscape, 

management, has to start with the human 

should speak about environment or use
one

its key element.
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utions and suggestions for the protection of cultural landscapes 
q r Children to be the Next Caretakers of Traditional Knowled

preca

ge."

. T„ prepare next generic of caKtaksrs ^ ^ ^

considerations of their traditions and culture- 
. To .mass rhe body of editional ,„fonnaU„ b order f„ ^ ^ ^

. To develop or enhance famiha, and local edncarional, cuhura,, spinnr.l, govemmenu,, and 

„,he, instttutions engage in rhe creation, chiving, a„d tra„smisslon 0f tmdhional knowledge;
• To create a sense of identity with the tribe;

• To demonstrate landscapes in ways relevant to a people

. To promote cross-cultural appreciation of sacred landscapes.
• Identify the points and places at which traditional knowledge can be taught and applied;

decisions to weigh

continued existence of traditional forms of land-use supports biological diversity in many 

regions of the world. The protection of traditional cultural landscape is therefore helpful in 

maintaining biological diversity.

The
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